
Using the 10MF2 with the DFS 
Application 

The internal 10MF2 application is robust and simple. However, sometimes more customized studies 

require various measurements that may not be included in the 10MF2. 

Pros:  
 Customizable studies 

 Customizable Export Format 

 Can use DFS application with larger measuring range 

Cons: 
 Internal Display is NOT used 

 Face-Plate Hotkeys currently do NOT work 

------------------------------- 

Currently, there are a few routes to pairing the 10MF2 Fishboard with an external tablet running the DFS 

application. The idea is that you need to pair the external tablet with the board before it has finished its 

boot sequence. This can be accomplished by either pairing the board with the external tablet during 

startup or it can also be accomplished by pairing the 10MF2 with the external tablet while the board is 

in "Charging Mode." The steps for pairing the board in both these ways are shown below. 

 

Steps to using the 10MF2 Electronic Fishboard with the DFS Application 

during Startup: 
 

1.) Firstly, make sure the 10MF2 board is turned off and that you have an external tablet that has the 

DFS application 

2.) In the DFS application, navigate to Application Settings and find the option for 'Select Fish-Board' 

3.) Tap on 'Select Fish-Board.' 

4.) Now that the external tablet is actively searching for fish-boards, turn on the 10MF2. 



5.) Immediately search for a device on the external tablet with the format "BigFin Dolph-####" (#### 

represents unique 4 digit alphanumeric code assigned to 10MF2 fishboard). 

6.) Once displayed, connect to the device and now you can use the 10MF2 with the DFS application. 

 

Steps to using the 10MF2 Electronic Fishboard with the DFS Application 

from 'Charging Mode' 
 

1.) Firstly, make sure the 10MF2 board is turned off and now plug it into the 12V charger and cable 

provided. Keep the board plugged in during this process. Refer to 10MF2 User guide to learn more about 

'Charging Mode' 

2.) Do not turn on the Fishboard during this next step. It will automatically boot up. 

3.) Wait approximately 1-2 minutes for the boot sequence to finish. The display will dim and read 

'Charging Mode'  

4.) Now, with the 12V charger still plugged in, turn on the 10MF2 board. 

5.) The display should still read 'Charging Mode' but now the blue indicator light on the bottom right of 

the faceplate should be blinking. 

6.) Using an external tablet, start the DFS Application. 

7.) Navigate to Application Settings and tap the option 'Select Fish-Board' under the Basic Settings. 

8.) The tablet is now searching for the 10MF2 fish-board. 

9.) Look for device with format 'BigFin Dolph-####' where '####' repesents a unique 4 digit 

alphanumeric code assigned to the 10MF2.  

10.) Connect to the device. Now you can use the 10MF2 with the DFS application 


